
Benefits of  
Actionable Insight Platform:

• Continuous Monitoring: The 
ability to monitor your devices, 
applications, infrastructure, and 
accesses holistically to understand 
security risks

• Comprehensive and  
Historic Visibility: Gives you the 
power to understand root causes

• Speed: Empower you to act fast 
and minimize risks

• Management Discipline: Provides 
a governance process that will help 
improve your security posture

• Evidenced Prioritization: Gives 
you a recommended prioritization 
plan to address immediate threats

Enabling Security Professionals to Interpret,  
Prioritize and Act on Data
Data is everywhere, telling us everything. But do security professionals really 
know where to look and what to look at? Turning mountains of data into 
valuable, practical, actionable information is not as straightforward as people 
may think. First and foremost, there is a lot of raw data being collected, 
not in one but several separate applications. In addition to the multitude of 
applications, most security solutions work in silos, which means - using one 
system for your organization’s access controls and other systems for your 
network and vulnerability data. This not only leaves you with data overload but 
gives you a myopic view of your risks as there is no way for you to understand 
the interdependencies and interrelationships of these data sources.  Secondly, 
you face the challenge that most information security departments face—not 
having enough people to go through the data, make sense out of it and act on 
the information.  

Actionable Insight can help solve these challenges. It breaks down the silos 
and gives you a comprehensive view of your organization’s access, network 
device and vulnerabilities. Moreover, it prioritizes these risks for you  so that you 
can focus on the most critical risks and more efficiently use your team’s time 
and resources.  Core Actionable Insight is made up of three solutions, working 
together to help you continuously and comprehensively monitor your risk. 

The Actionable Insight Platform



Core Access Insight helps resolve immediate threats with 
analytics applied to the big identity and access data in your 
organization. Core Access Insight provides a comprehensive, 
real-time view of the multi-dimensional relationships 
between identities, access rights, policies, resources, and 
activities across a multitude of enterprise systems and 
resources. It enables you to:

• Automatically Evaluate and Act Upon Risks

• Continuously and Comprehensively Govern

• Spontaneously Identify and Remediate Improper Access

• Model Activity Patterns

Core Vulnerability Insight unifies, regulates, and prioritizes 
vulnerability management initiatives enterprise-wide. 
Consolidating multiple vulnerability scans across scanners, 
while matching known exploits and simulating attacks, 
enables you to focus on the most vulnerable points of your 
network. It permits you to:

• Consolidate and Prioritize Vulnerabilities

• Model Threat Scenarios Using Configurable Risk Criteria

• Identify and Eliminate Attack Paths to Critical Assets

• Leverage Flexible Reporting Options

Core Network Insight automatically and accurately 
identifies hidden infections in real time on live traffic. When 
Core Network Insight confirms a device is infected by 
advanced persistent threats or malware, it can terminate 
criminal communications and presents a full case of 
evidence, prioritized by risk – thus, no more chasing False 
Positives. It allows you to:

• Analyze network behaviors, malicious payloads and 
threat actor / APT activity

• Pass information to an automated Case Analyzer which 
corroborates evidence

• Verify true positive infections and apply risk-ranking

• Present response teams with prioritized workflow for 
immediate action

Bad actors are fast and sophisticated. With such powerful 
insight at your fingertips, you can prioritize your efforts 
to protect your businesses’ critical assets and start  
remediation actions sooner. We all know that if these bad 
actors are motivated enough a breach or compromise is 
inevitable. Actionable Insight arms you with continuous and 
comprehensive view of your security investments. It gives 
you the ability to truly comprehend the situation and make 
sound decisions by knowing:

• What device was compromised? 

• How that device got compromised?  

• Who is impacted?
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(VM). The combination of these solutions provides context and shared intelligence through analytics, giving customers a more 
comprehensive view of their security posture so they can make better security remediation decisions and maintain compliance
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Actionable Insight can help you:
• Continuously Monitor the Network for infected devices, 

the infrastructure and application landscape for any 
vulnerabilities, and accounts and privileges to better 
understand any access risks.

• Provide holistic visibility of both present security risks 
as well as historic risks as well to better learn over time 
where root causes might be. It also allows you to better 
understand how your security teams are performing with 
managing down the threat surface over time.

• Get the right information  to make the right decisions and 
act on security risks to minimize any business loss or 
disruption that may be due to an inevitable breach or to be 
proactive to prevent possible loss by getting ahead of the 
security risks before anything happens.

• Provide a governance process and the management 
discipline with KPIs to understand how you are performing 
as a security organization and where you can continue to 
improve over time.

• Provide data and evidence to support a recommended 
prioritization plan to remediate and address security risks.

Learn More
To learn more about Actionable Insight and how it can help your organization get a more holistic view of your information 
security, contact us at (678) 304-4500 or info@coresecurity.com.


